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Albert Einstein was born in Ulm, in what is now southern Germany, in 1879. His family moved to the city of Munich when he was very young. There, his 
father started a company that made electric generators. During this time, young Albert attended school. One day, Einstein’s father showed him a compass. 
As the needle spun, Einstein realized that some forces were invisible. When Einstein was 10 years old, he enjoyed reading about philosophy and geometry. 
But as he got older, he became very frustrated with school. In those days, students were required to memorize many things without thinking. Einstein was 
very creative and he loved to question things. When he graduated from high school, he studied in Switzerland to become a physics teacher. Unfortunately, 
he couldn’t fi nd a job as a teacher, so he began to work in a patent offi ce. (A patent offi ce is a place where a person can declare that an invention is his or 
hers. Then other people have to pay that person to use the invention.) Here, Einstein worked on many projects related to clocks and time. His ideas about 
these projects later contributed to his important theory of relativity, which introduced the concept that time is not the same in every situation. This was a very 
radical idea a hundred years ago!
Einstein had to work very hard to share his amazing ideas. Eventually he gained the attention of scientists around the world. He won the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1921. Then Adolf Hitler came to power in 1933. The Nazis wanted to assassinate Einstein for being Jewish, but he wasn’t in Germany at the time. 
He escaped to the United States and settled in New Jersey, where he worked as a professor until he died in 1955.
Many people wonder why Einstein was so intelligent. In fact, when he died, scientists stole—yes, stole!—his brain, hoping to 
answer this question. They did fi nd some differences, but… no secret formula to become smart like Einstein!

1.  Albert Einstein grew up in .

a) Germany b) Switzerland c) Italy

2.  Young Albert was especially fascinated by a .

a) patent offi ce b) compass  c) train tunnel

3.  Einstein was very frustrated .

a) in elementary school b) in high school c) at university

4.  As a boy, Einstein liked to read  in his free time.

a) geometry books b) physics books c) comic books

5.  Einstein’s father was probably .

a) a patent offi cer b) a police offi cer c) an electrical engineer

6.  Einstein’s discoveries were probably inspired by .

a) his time at the patent offi ce b) his frustrations in school c) his escape from Nazi Germany

7.  Einstein did not become famous immediately because .

a) he had very unusual ideas b) he was from a foreign country c) he was not a good student
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